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1. Background 

1.1 The National Survey for Wales is a continuous survey covering a range of topics. To 

ensure it provides the information needed by survey users, topics are reviewed 

each year. It is important to test survey questions to ensure that respondents 

understand question concepts or tasks in the way the researchers intend, that they 

understand them in a consistent manner, and that they are willing and able to 

provide answers. This helps to ensure that the survey questions generate reliable, 

valid and unbiased results. 

1.2 A number of the proposed new questions for 2018-19 had not been tested before. 

In order to evaluate these questions, Kantar Public was commissioned in June 2017 

to carry out a desk review and two rounds of cognitive testing interviews.  

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Prior to cognitive testing, a thorough review of the questions being proposed was 

carried out using Kantar Public’s Questionnaire Appraisal Framework (QAF). 

2.2 Two iterations of cognitive testing were conducted with 29 members of the public in 

August 2017.  Different respondents took part in each round. 

2.3 Respondents were recruited by Kantar Public’s in-house qualitative recruitment 

team.  

2.4 A range of respondents were recruited according to quotas to ensure a broad 

spread of characteristics such as gender, age, and parental status. This was 

especially important as certain questions being tested could only be asked of 

respondents with specific characteristics.  

2.5 Respondents were interviewed in person, one-to-one, at central venues in Cardiff 

and Colwyn Bay, with each interview taking around 60 minutes. All respondents 

received a £30 gift card as a thank you for taking part.  

2.6 A range of cognitive interviewing techniques were used including observation, Think 

Aloud and probing. All interviews were digitally recorded, with the data entered into 

a bespoke analytic framework which facilitated thematic analysis across and within 

cases. 
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3. Key findings  

3.1 All questions were initially reviewed using the QAF, with a subset taken forward for 

cognitive testing. Some questions were tested at both rounds, while others were 

tested only at Round 1 or Round 2.  

3.2 The topics covered by the questions were as follows:  

 Childcare 

 Education - schools 

 Children’s use of the outdoor environment 

 Welsh language (transmission) 

 Welsh language (use in the workplace) 

 Post-compulsory education and training 

 Smoking 

 Single-use carrier bags 

 Hearing impairment 

 GP out-of-hours services 

 Climate change 

 Welfare reform 

 Internet use 

 Value of local environmental quality 

3.3 The cognitive testing findings showed that, overall, these questions worked well. For 

most questions, respondents were generally able to comprehend them and provide 

an answer. In these cases it was recommended that the questions remained 

unchanged. 

3.4 For some other questions, however, changes and improvements were 

recommended. Based on the cognitive testing findings, it was suggested that 

response options be added or removed, and that examples be given where 

respondents were unsure about what to include when answering. In some cases, 

small wording revisions were suggested to make the question clearer and more 

comprehensible, for example adding one word to the question stem to elaborate on 

a concept.  

3.5 There were a few questions or sections that required more substantial changes: 
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3.6 Single-use carrier bags: This section proved problematic during Round 1 testing. 

The use of the term ‘bag of life’ led to inconsistencies in the type of bag 

respondents thought about when answering. Respondents also struggled to focus 

on a specific shopping trip, largely due to the relatively lengthy reference period of 

four weeks. For Round 2, the term ‘bag for life’ was removed and the response 

code definitions were altered slightly. In addition, respondents were asked to think 

about a shopping trip from the last seven days, and subsequent questions included 

a reference to the specific day on which the trip took place. These changes resulted 

in a more consistent understanding of the question and aided respondent recall.   

3.7 Post-compulsory education and training: Some issues emerged in connection with 

these questions, as respondents were often uncertain about the likelihood of 

undertaking further education or training. A question asking respondents whether 

they ‘plan to start’ any education or training in the next three years led to some 

respondents answering ‘Yes’ when they only had very vague intentions about 

starting some sort of course. When they were subsequently asked for more detail 

about the course they plan to start (e.g. whether it leads to a qualification), these 

respondents were unable to answer. It was recommended that the wording of the 

initial question be changed to ask instead ‘As far as you know, will you be starting 

an education or training course in the next three years?’. This should ensure that 

only respondents who have firm plans to engage in further study will answer ‘Yes’. 

In addition, a specific issue emerged at Round 1 whereby respondents who were 

planning to start multiple courses struggled to know which course they should be 

thinking about when answering. At Round 2 some clarifying text was added 

instructing these respondents to answer in relation to the course they plan to start 

first, which resolved the issue.  

3.8 A question asking respondents whether, as part of their job, they ever speak Welsh 

to people outside of their own organisation. Several respondents did not pick up on 

the reference to their job, so thought about people they speak Welsh to during their 

personal life. For Round 2, the reference to work / their job was moved to the end of 

the question stem, which made the intent much clearer.  

4. Question journeys 

4.1 The original question wording, amendments proposed, and final recommended 
wording can be found below.    
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Hearing 
impairment 

HearAidN How many hearing aids 
do you usually wear? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
One 
Two 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

How many hearing aids 
do you usually wear? 
 
IF NEEDED: If you don’t 
usually use hearing aids, 
please think about the 
number you wear when 
you DO use them. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
One 
Two 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 How many hearing aids 
do you usually wear? 
 
IF NEEDED: If you don’t 
usually use hearing aids, 
please think about the 
number you wear when 
you DO use them. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
One 
Two 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

HearAidFro
m 

Did you get the hearing 
[aid/aids] you wear free 
through the NHS or did 
you pay for [it/them] 
privately? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Free through the NHS 
Paid privately 
Both NHS and privately 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Did you get the hearing 
[aid/aids] you wear free 
through the NHS or did 
you pay for [it/them] 
privately? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
wear more than one 
hearing aid, you may have 
got one from the NHS and 
the other privately. Then 
the answer would be ‘both 
NHS and privately’. 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT PAYS 
FOR HEARING AIDS 
BUT IS UNSURE 
WHETHER PRIVATELY 
OR THROUGH NHS, 
CODE AS ‘PAID 
PRIVATELY’.  
 
SINGLE CODE 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Did you get the hearing 
[aid/aids] you wear free 
through the NHS or did 
you pay for [it/them] 
privately? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
wear more than one 
hearing aid, you may have 
got one from the NHS and 
the other privately. Then 
the answer would be ‘both 
NHS and privately’. 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT PAYS 
FOR HEARING AIDS 
BUT IS UNSURE 
WHETHER PRIVATELY 
OR THROUGH NHS, 
CODE AS ‘PAID 
PRIVATELY’.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

1. Free through the NHS 
2. Paid privately 
3. Both NHS and privately 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. Free through the NHS 
2. Paid privately 
3. Both NHS and privately 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

HearTin Nowadays, do you ever 
get noises, such as 
ringing or buzzing, in your 
head or ears that last for 
more than five minutes? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No change Not tested at R1  Not tested at R2 Nowadays, do you ever 
get noises, such as 
ringing or buzzing, in your 
head or ears that last for 
more than five minutes? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

HearTinFreq Do you get these noises 
some of the time, or most 
or all of the time? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Some of the time  
Most or all of the time 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Do you get these noises 
some of the time, most of 
the time, or all of the time? 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT 
ANSWERS ‘MOST’ OR 
‘ALL, SELECT CODE 2.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Some of the time 
2. Most or all of the time 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Do you get these noises 
some of the time, most of 
the time, or all of the time? 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT 
ANSWERS ‘MOST’ OR 
‘ALL, SELECT CODE 2.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Some of the time 
2. Most or all of the time 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

HearTinSev How much do these 
noises worry, annoy or 
upset you when they are 
at their worst?  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Not at all 
Slightly 
Moderately 
Severely 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No change Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 How much do these 
noises worry, annoy or 
upset you when they are 
at their worst?  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Not at all 
Slightly 
Moderately 
Severely 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Education - 
schools 

PsHap 
/SsHap 

[Name] is happy at 
[his/her] school 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD SINGLE 
CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 

No change [Name] is happy at 
[his/her] school. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 

Not tested at R2 [Name] is happy at 
[his/her] school. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

PsEnc / 
SsEnc 

[Name] is encouraged at 
school to be the best 
[he/she] can be 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

On the whole, [Name] is 
encouraged at school to 
be the best [he/she] can 
be. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement 
 
SINGLE CODE 
6. Strongly agree 
7. Tend to agree 
8. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
9. Tend to disagree 
10. Strongly disagree 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At school, [Name] is 
encouraged to be the best 
[he/she] can be. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 At school, [Name] is 
encouraged to be the best 
[he/she] can be. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

PsBas / 
SSBas 

[Name] has been taught 
the ‘basics’ well at school. 
By basics, we mean 
reading, writing and 
maths.  
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

[Name] has been taught 
literacy and numeracy 
skills well at school. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

[Name] has been taught 
literacy and numeracy 
skills well at school. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

On the whole, how 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the standard of 
literacy and numeracy 
teaching at [name]’s 
school?  
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Fairly dissatisfied 
4. Very dissatisfied 
5. Don’t know 

On the whole, how 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the standard of 
literacy and numeracy 
teaching at [name]’s 
school?  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Fairly dissatisfied 
4. Very dissatisfied 
5. Don’t know 

PsHigh / 
SSHigh 

Teaching at [name]’s 
school is of a high 
standard 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 

On the whole, teaching at 
[name]’s school is of a 
high standard. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
Don’t know 

On the whole, teaching at 
[name]’s school is of a 
high standard. 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

On the whole, how 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the standard of 
teaching at [name]’s 
school?  
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Fairly dissatisfied 
4. Very dissatisfied 
5. Don’t know 

On the whole, how 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the standard of 
teaching at [name]’s 
school? 
 
Please think about 
[name]’s teachers and not 
other staff at the school, 
such secretarial staff or 
teaching assistants.  
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Fairly dissatisfied 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

4. Very dissatisfied 
5. Don’t know 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Welsh 
language 
(transmissio
n) 

WelSpkLrn Where did you mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
attended a Welsh medium 
nursery and primary 
school, please answer ‘at 
nursery’. 
 
IF NECESSARY: If the 
‘Welsh for adults’ course 
was held at a college or 
university, please answer 
‘on a Welsh for adults 
course’. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
At home, as a young child  
At nursery (aged 3-4)  
At primary school (aged 5-
10) 
At secondary school 
(aged 11+)  
At college or university  
On a ‘Welsh for adults’ 
course 
Somewhere else 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No change Where did you mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
attended a Welsh medium 
nursery and primary 
school, please answer ‘at 
nursery’. 
 
IF NECESSARY: If the 
‘Welsh for adults’ course 
was held at a college or 
university, please answer 
‘on a Welsh for adults 
course’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. On a ‘Welsh for adults’ 
course 
7. Somewhere else 
8. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Where did you mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
mainly learned through 
Welsh medium education 
as a child, please choose 
the first place you started 
to learn. 
 
CODE 5 COVERS ANY 
WELSH LANGAUGE 
COURSES DELIVERED 
BY A COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY, 
INCLUDING: 
• ‘WELSH FOR ADULTS’ 
COURSES, WHICH CAN 
BE HELD IN VARIOUS 
SETTINGS (E.G. TOWN 
HALLS, CAFES, 
LEISURE CENTRES) 
• HIGHER LEVEL 
LANGUAGE 
CERTIFICATES 
• LANGUAGE MODULES 
OFFERED TO 
UNDERGRADUATES OR 
POSTGRADUATES 
 
CODE 6 INCLUDES ALL 
OTHER WAYS OF 
LEARNING WELSH, 
SUCH AS: 
• ONLINE COURSES 
(E.G. 
SAYSOMETHINGINWEL
SH, DUOLINGO) 

Where did you learn to 
speak most of your 
Welsh?  
 
IF NECESSARY: If you 
mainly learned through 
Welsh medium education 
as a child, please choose 
the first place you started 
to learn. 
 
CODE 5 COVERS ANY 
WELSH LANGAUGE 
COURSES DELIVERED 
BY A COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY, 
INCLUDING: 
• ‘WELSH FOR ADULTS’ 
COURSES, WHICH CAN 
BE HELD IN VARIOUS 
SETTINGS (E.G. TOWN 
HALLS, CAFES, 
LEISURE CENTRES) 
• HIGHER LEVEL 
LANGUAGE 
CERTIFICATES 
• LANGUAGE MODULES 
OFFERED TO 
UNDERGRADUATES OR 
POSTGRADUATES 
 
CODE 6 INCLUDES ALL 
OTHER WAYS OF 
LEARNING WELSH, 
SUCH AS: 
• ONLINE COURSES 
(E.G. 
SAYSOMETHINGINWEL
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

• LEARNING THROUGH 
A FAMILY MEMBER OR 
FRIEND (NOT AS A 
YOUNG CHILD) 
• LEARNING WITH A 
PRIVATE TUTOR 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. Somewhere else 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

SH, DUOLINGO) 
• LEARNING THROUGH 
A FAMILY MEMBER OR 
FRIEND (NOT AS A 
YOUNG CHILD) 
• LEARNING WITH A 
PRIVATE TUTOR 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. Somewhere else 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

WelSpkLrnH
h 

Where did [name] mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If [name] 
attended a Welsh medium 
nursery and primary 
school, please answer ‘at 
nursery.’ 
 
IF NECESSARY: If the 
‘Welsh for adults’ course 
was held at a college or 
university, please answer 
‘on a Welsh for adults 
course’. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
At home, as a young child  
At nursery (aged 3-4)  
At primary school (aged 5-
10) 
At secondary school 
(aged 11+)  
At college or university  
On a ‘Welsh for adults’ 
course 
Somewhere else 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No change Where did [name] mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If [name] 
attended a Welsh medium 
nursery and primary 
school, please answer ‘at 
nursery.’ 
 
IF NECESSARY: If the 
‘Welsh for adults’ course 
was held at a college or 
university, please answer 
‘on a Welsh for adults 
course’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. On a ‘Welsh for adults’ 
course 
7. Somewhere else 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Where did [name] mainly 
learn to speak Welsh? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If [name] 
mainly learned through 
Welsh medium education 
as a child, please choose 
the first place [he/she] 
started to learn. 
 
CODE 5 COVERS ANY 
WELSH LANGAUGE 
COURSES DELIVERED 
BY A COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY, 
INCLUDING: 
• ‘WELSH FOR ADULTS’ 
COURSES, WHICH CAN 
BE HELD IN VARIOUS 
SETTINGS (E.G. TOWN 
HALLS, CAFES, 
LEISURE CENTRES) 
• HIGHER LEVEL 
LANGUAGE 
CERTIFICATES 
• LANGUAGE MODULES 
OFFERED TO 
UNDERGRADUATES OR 
POSTGRADUATES 
 
CODE 6 INCLUDES ALL 
OTHER WAYS OF 
LEARNING WELSH, 
SUCH AS: 
• ONLINE COURSES 
(E.G. 
SAYSOMETHINGINWEL
SH, DUOLINGO) 

Where did [name] learn to 
speak most of their 
Welsh?  
 
IF NECESSARY: If [name] 
mainly learned through 
Welsh medium education 
as a child, please choose 
the first place [he/she] 
started to learn. 
 
CODE 5 COVERS ANY 
WELSH LANGAUGE 
COURSES DELIVERED 
BY A COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY, 
INCLUDING: 
• ‘WELSH FOR ADULTS’ 
COURSES, WHICH CAN 
BE HELD IN VARIOUS 
SETTINGS (E.G. TOWN 
HALLS, CAFES, 
LEISURE CENTRES) 
• HIGHER LEVEL 
LANGUAGE 
CERTIFICATES 
• LANGUAGE MODULES 
OFFERED TO 
UNDERGRADUATES OR 
POSTGRADUATES 
 
CODE 6 INCLUDES ALL 
OTHER WAYS OF 
LEARNING WELSH, 
SUCH AS: 
• ONLINE COURSES 
(E.G. 
SAYSOMETHINGINWEL
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

• LEARNING THROUGH 
A FAMILY MEMBER OR 
FRIEND (NOT AS A 
YOUNG CHILD) 
• LEARNING WITH A 
PRIVATE TUTOR 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. Somewhere else 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

SH, DUOLINGO) 
• LEARNING THROUGH 
A FAMILY MEMBER OR 
FRIEND (NOT AS A 
YOUNG CHILD) 
• LEARNING WITH A 
PRIVATE TUTOR 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. At home, as a young 
child 
2. At nursery (aged 3-4) 
3. At primary school (aged 
5-10) 
4. At secondary school 
(aged 11+) 
5. At college or university 
6. Somewhere else 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Welsh 
language 
(workplace) 

WelSpkWrk
Coll / 
WelSpkWrk
CollA/ 
WelSpkWrk
CollB 

At work, do you speak 
Welsh with colleagues? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes, always 
Yes, usually 
Yes, sometimes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At work, do you speak 
Welsh with any Welsh 
speaking colleagues? 
 
1. Yes – always 
2. Yes – usually 
3. Yes – sometimes 
4. No – never 
5. Don’t have any Welsh-
speaking colleagues 
6. Don’t know 

The next questions are 
about your use of Welsh 
in your job. 
 
Do you have any Welsh 
speaking colleagues in 
your organisation? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
 
 
Do you speak Welsh with 
any of these colleagues? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes - with all 
2. Yes - with most 
3. Yes - with some 
4. No 

Not tested at R2 The next questions are 
about your use of Welsh 
in your job. 
 
Do you have any Welsh 
speaking colleagues in 
your organisation? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
 
 
Do you speak Welsh with 
any of these colleagues? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes - with all 
2. Yes - with most 
3. Yes - with some 
4. No 

 WelSpkWrk
Others / 
WelSpkWrk
CollC 

At work, do you speak 
Welsh with people outside 
your organisation? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes, always 
Yes, usually 
Yes, sometimes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At work, do you speak 
Welsh with any Welsh 
speaking people outside 
of your organisation? 
 
1. Yes – always 
2. Yes – usually 
3. Yes – sometimes 
4. No – never 
5. Don’t have any Welsh-
speaking colleagues 
6. Don’t know 

Still thinking about your 
job, do you speak Welsh 
with any people outside 
your organisation? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes - with all 
2. Yes - with most 
3. Yes - with some 
4. No 

Do you speak Welsh with 
any people outside your 
organisation as part of 
your job? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes - with all 
2. Yes - with most 
3. Yes - with some 
4. No 

Do you speak Welsh with 
any people outside your 
organisation as part of 
your job? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes - with all 
2. Yes - with most 
3. Yes - with some 
4. No 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 WelSpkWrk
Lrn 

Does your employer offer 
staff any opportunities to 
learn Welsh? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes  
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No change Does your employer offer 
staff any opportunities to 
learn Welsh? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not applicable 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Does your employer offer 
staff any opportunities to 
learn Welsh? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not applicable 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Knowledge 
of and 
satisfaction 
with GP out 
of hours 

GpOOH Have you used GP out of 
hours services in the last 
12 months? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes  
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you used GP out of 
hours services in the last 
12 months? 
 
IF NEEDED: By out of 
hours services, I mean 
(TBC)’ 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you personally used 
GP out of hours services 
in the last 12 months? 
 
IF NECESSARY: By this, I 
mean if you have made 
any contact with out of 
hours services to seek 
advice or treatment. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you personally used 
GP out of hours services 
in the last 12 months? 
 
IF NECESSARY: By this, I 
mean if you have made 
any contact with out of 
hours services to seek 
advice or treatment. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you personally used 
GP out of hours services 
in the last 12 months? 
 
IF NECESSARY: By this, I 
mean if you have made 
any contact with out of 
hours services to seek 
advice or treatment. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

GpNOOH Was this because you 
didn’t need to or because 
you wanted to but 
couldn’t?  
 
SINGLE CODE 
I didn’t need to 
I wanted to but couldn’t 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Which of the following 
best describes why you 
haven’t used GP out of 
hours services in the last 
12 months? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I haven’t needed to see 
a GP for any reason 
2. I haven’t needed to see 
a GP out of hours 
3. I wanted to, but didn’t 
know how 
4. I wanted to, but out of 
hours services are not 
available in my area 
5. I wanted to, but have 
been unable to due to 
other commitments (e.g. 
work, family) 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Was this because you 
didn’t need to or because 
you wanted to but 
couldn’t? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I didn’t need to 
2. I wanted to but couldn’t 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Was this because you 
didn’t need to or because 
you wanted to but 
couldn’t? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I didn’t need to 
2. I wanted to but couldn’t 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GpNOOHKn
ow 

Was this because you 
didn’t know how to, or for 
some other reason? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
I didn’t know how to 
Other reason 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 No change Was this because you 
didn’t know how to, or for 
some other reason? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I didn’t know how to 
2. Other reason 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Was this because you 
didn’t know how to, or for 
some other reason? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I didn’t know how to 
2. Other reason 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GpOOHServ What did the service you 
received involve? 
 
IF NECESSARY: Please 
think about the last time 
you used the GP out of 

Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, what was 
involved in the service you 
received? 
 

Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, how did 
you get medical advice? 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Other 

Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, how did 
you get medical advice? 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Other 

Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, how did 
you get medical advice? 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Other 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

hours service. 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Other 
health worker’ might be 
someone like a nurse or a 
pharmacist. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Spoke to a GP or other 
health worker by 
telephone 
Spoke to someone else 
(not a GP or other health 
worker) by telephone 
Saw a GP face-to-face 
Saw other health worker 
(not a GP) face-to-face 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Other 
health worker’ might be 
someone like a nurse or a 
pharmacist. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Spoke to a GP by 
telephone 
2. Spoke to other health 
worker (not a GP) by 
telephone 
3. Spoke to someone else 
(not a GP or other health 
worker) by telephone 
4. Saw a GP face-to-face 
5. Saw other health 
worker (not a GP) face-to-
face 
6. Saw someone else (not 
a GP or other health 
worker) face-to-face 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

health worker’ might be 
someone like a nurse or a 
pharmacist. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Phonecall with GP 
2. Phonecall with other 
health worker 
3. Saw a GP 
4. Saw other health 
worker  
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

health worker’ might be 
someone like a nurse or a 
pharmacist. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Phonecall with GP 
2. Phonecall with other 
health worker 
3. Saw a GP 
4. Saw other health 
worker  
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

health worker’ might be 
someone like a nurse or a 
pharmacist. 
 
CODE 2 IF THE 
RESPONDENT 
RECEIVED MEDICAL 
ADVICE DURING A 
CALL, BUT THEY 
WEREN’T SURE WHO 
THE PERSON WAS. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Phonecall with GP 
2. Phonecall with other 
health worker 
3. Saw a GP 
4. Saw other health 
worker  
5. I didn't get medical 
advice 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GpOOHSat Overall, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied were you with 
the service you received? 
 
IF NECESSARY: Please 
think about the last time 
you used the GP out of 
hours service. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 

Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, overall 
how satisfied or 
dissatisfied were you with 
the service you received? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 

Not included at R1 Not tested at R2 Thinking about the last 
time you used the GP out 
of hours service, overall 
how satisfied or 
dissatisfied were you with 
the service you received? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GpOOHDis Why were you 
dissatisfied? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
Long wait for call to be 
answered 
Long wait to see / speak 
to a GP or other health 
worker   
Quality of the medical 
care was not high 
Staff were not sensitive 
Other – please specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Why were you 
dissatisfied? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Difficulty getting 
through to speak to 
someone by telephone 
2. Long wait to see/speak 
to a GP or other health 
worker 
3. Could not see/ speak to 
GP/ health worker of 
choice 
4. Had to travel a long 
way to see/ speak to GP 
or other health worker 
5. Quality of the medical 
care was not high 
6. Staff were not sensitive 
7. Staff were not 
knowledgeable 
8. Other – please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not included at R1 Why were you 
dissatisfied? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Long wait to speak to a 
GP or other health worker 
2. Could not speak to GP / 
health worker of choice 
3. Had to travel a long 
way to speak to GP or 
other health worker 
4. Quality of the medical 
care was not high 
5. Staff were not sensitive 
6. Other – please specify 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Why were you 
dissatisfied? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Long wait to speak to a 
GP or other health worker 
2. Could not speak to GP / 
health worker of choice 
3. Had to travel a long 
way to speak to GP or 
other health worker 
4. Quality of the medical 
care was not high 
5. Staff were not sensitive 
6. Other – please specify 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Post-
compulsory 
education 
and training 

Train Are you currently doing 
any education or training 
courses? 
 
CODE ALL TYPES OF 
EDUCATION OR 
TRAINING COURSES 
CURRENTLY ONGOING 
AS 1, INCLUDING 
WORK-BASED 
COURSES AND ADULT 
EDUCATION FOR 
PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT / 
INTEREST. 
  
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Since [DATE A YEAR 
AGO?] have you received 
any formal education or 
training? 
 
Please include all types of 
courses for example 
college, university, on-the-
job training, 
apprenticeships, evening 
classes, day release, and 
distance learning. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
  

In the last 12 months, 
have you had any formal 
education or training?  
 
Please include all types of 
courses: for example, 
[school,] college, 
university, on-the-job 
training, apprenticeships, 
evening classes, day 
release, and distance 
learning. 
 
TEXT FILL IF 
RESPONDENT IS AGED 
16-19. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last 12 months, 
have you had any formal 
education or training?  
 
Please include all types of 
courses, whether or not 
they led to a qualification: 
for example, [school,] 
college, university, on-the-
job training, 
apprenticeships, evening 
classes, day release, and 
distance learning. 
 
TEXT FILL IF 
RESPONDENT IS AGED 
16-19. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last 12 months, 
have you had any formal 
education or training? This 
could include courses that 
lead to a qualification as 
well as those that don’t 
lead to a qualification.  
 
Please include all types of 
courses: for example, 
[school,] college, 
university, on-the-job 
training, apprenticeships, 
evening classes, day 
release, and distance 
learning. 
 
TEXT FILL IF 
RESPONDENT IS AGED 
16-19. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainWnt / 
TrainWntA/ 
TrainWntB 

Would you like to do any 
[more] courses in the 
future? 
 
[SCRIPTING NOTE: 
TEXT FILL IF 1 AT Train] 
 
CODE ALL TYPES OF 
EDUCATION OR 
TRAINING COURSES AS 
1, INCLUDING WORK-
BASED COURSES AND 
ADULT EDUCATION 
FOR PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT / 
INTEREST. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Do you have any plans to 
start an education or 
training course in the next 
two years? Please include 
all types of courses for 
example college, 
university, on-the-job 
training, apprenticeships, 
evening classes, day 
release, and distance 
learning. 
 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know yet 
 
IF NO OR DK ABOVE: 
Thinking about any time in 
the future, do you think 
you might like to do any 
[further] education or 
training course?. 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know 

Do you have any plans to 
start an education or 
training course in the next 
three years?  
 
Please include all types of 
courses: for example, 
college, university, on-the-
job training, 
apprenticeships, evening 
classes, day release, and 
distance learning. 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know yet 
 
Thinking about any time in 
the future, do you think 
you might like to do any 
[further] education or 
training course? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 

Do you have any plans to 
start [an / another] 
education or training 
course in the next three 
years? 
 
Please include all types of 
courses: for example, 
college, university, on-the-
job training, 
apprenticeships, evening 
classes, day release, and 
distance learning. 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know yet 
 
Thinking about any time in 
the future, do you think 
you might like to do [an / 
another] education or 
training course? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 

As far as you know, will 
you be starting [an / 
another] education or 
training course in the next 
three years? 
 
Please include all types of 
courses: for example, 
college, university, on-the-
job training, 
apprenticeships, evening 
classes, day release, and 
distance learning. 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know yet 
 
Thinking about any time in 
the future, do you think 
you might like to do [an / 
another] education or 
training course? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainQual Would you like to get a 
qualification at the end? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please think now about 
the next course you [plan 
to/would like to] start. 
 
IF COURSE IS 
PLANNED: Does the 
course lead to a 
qualification at the end? 
 
IF COURSE IS NOT YET 
PLANNED Would you like 
to do a course which 
leads towards a 
qualification? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please think now about 
the next course you [plan 
to/would like to] start. 
 
IF COURSE IS 
PLANNED: Does the 
course lead to a 
qualification at the end? 
 
IF COURSE IS NOT YET 
PLANNED: Would you like 
to do a course which 
leads towards a 
qualification? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please think now about 
the next course you [plan 
to/would like to] start. 
 
IF COURSE IS 
PLANNED: Does the 
course lead to a 
qualification at the end? 
 
IF COURSE IS NOT YET 
PLANNED: Would you like 
to do a course which 
leads towards a 
qualification? 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT IS 
PLANNING TO TAKE 
MORE THAN ONE 
COURSE, ASK THEM TO 
THINK ABOUT ONLY 
ONE COURSE, WHICH 
SHOULD BE THE ONE 
THEY THINK THEY ARE 
MOST LIKELY TO START 
NEXT.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please think now about 
the next course you [plan 
to/would like to] start. 
 
IF COURSE IS 
PLANNED: Does the 
course lead to a 
qualification at the end? 
 
IF COURSE IS NOT YET 
PLANNED: Would you like 
to do a course which 
leads towards a 
qualification? 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT IS 
PLANNING TO TAKE 
MORE THAN ONE 
COURSE, ASK THEM TO 
THINK ABOUT ONLY 
ONE COURSE, WHICH 
SHOULD BE THE ONE 
THEY THINK THEY ARE 
MOST LIKELY TO START 
NEXT.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainQualTy
p 

What type of qualification 
would you like to study 
for? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
Below GCSE (Level 1) 
GCSE (Level 2) 
A-level (Level 3) 
BTEC diploma (Level 3) 
Apprenticeship 
Another vocational 
qualification 
Access to Higher 
Education qualification 
Foundation degree / 
Higher diploma (Level 4) 
First degree (e.g. BA, 
BSc, B.Ed.) (Level 6)  
Postgraduate degree (e.g. 
MA, MSc, PhD) (Level 7 
or 8) 
Another type of 
qualification – please 
specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

What type of qualification 
[do you plan to study 
towards/would you like to 
study towards if you get 
the opportunity? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. GCSE 
2. A / AS level 
3. BTEC diploma (Level 3) 
4. Apprenticeship 
5. Access to Higher 
Education qualification 
6. Foundation degree / 
HNC / HND (Level 4 or 5) 
7. First degree (e.g. BA, 
BSc, B.Ed.)  
8. Postgraduate degree 
(e.g. MA, MSc, PhD) 
9. Professional 
qualifications 
10. Other vocational 
qualification 
11. Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

What type of qualification 
[do you plan to / would 
you like to] study towards 
if you get the opportunity? 
 
CODE 3 MAY BE 
REFERRED TO AS BTEC 
NATIONAL 
 
CODE 8 ALSO 
INCLUDES 
POSTGRADUATE 
CERTIFICATES / 
DIPLOMAS (INC PGCE)  
 
CODE AS 9 WHETHER 
OR NOT THE 
RESPONDENT GIVES A 
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATION NAME. 
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS MAY 
INCLUDE: 
 
• BTEC FIRST (LEVEL 1 
OR 2) 
• ONC / OND 
• CITY AND GUILDS 
CRAFT (ORDINARY 
LEVEL) / ADVANCED 
CRAFT (FINAL LEVEL) 
• RSA DIPLOMA / 
ADVANCED DIPLOMA 
• NVQ 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. GCSE 

Not tested at R2 What type of qualification 
[do you plan to / would 
you like to] study towards 
if you get the opportunity? 
 
 
CODE 3 MAY BE 
REFERRED TO AS BTEC 
NATIONAL 
 
CODE 8 ALSO 
INCLUDES 
POSTGRADUATE 
CERTIFICATES / 
DIPLOMAS (INC PGCE)  
 
CODE AS 9 WHETHER 
OR NOT THE 
RESPONDENT GIVES A 
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATION NAME. 
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS MAY 
INCLUDE: 
 
• BTEC FIRST (LEVEL 1 
OR 2) 
• ONC / OND 
• CITY AND GUILDS 
CRAFT (ORDINARY 
LEVEL) / ADVANCED 
CRAFT (FINAL LEVEL) 
• RSA DIPLOMA / 
ADVANCED DIPLOMA 
• NVQ 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

2. A / AS level 
3. BTEC diploma (Level 3) 
4. Apprenticeship 
5. Access to Higher 
Education qualification 
6. Foundation degree / 
HNC / HND (Level 4 or 5) 
7. First degree (e.g. BA, 
BSc, B.Ed.)  
8. Postgraduate degree 
(e.g. MA, MSc, PhD) 
9. Other vocational 
qualification 
10. Other – please specify 
11. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. GCSE 
2. A / AS level 
3. BTEC diploma (Level 3) 
4. Apprenticeship 
5. Access to Higher 
Education qualification 
6. Foundation degree / 
HNC / HND (Level 4 or 5) 
7. First degree (e.g. BA, 
BSc, B.Ed.)  
8. Postgraduate degree 
(e.g. MA, MSc, PhD) 
9. Other vocational 
qualification 
10. Other – please specify 
11. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

TrainReas What is the main reason 
you want to do this 
course? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
To help me get a job 
To help me get a different 
or better job 
To improve my skills in my 
current job 
For personal development  
or interest 
Other – please specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

What are the main 
reasons you want to do 
this course? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Because I need this for 
a specific job 
2. To help with future job 
prospects more generally 
3. To help me get a 
different job/career 
4. To improve my work-
related skills/ To acquire 
new work-related skills 
5. To allow me to keep my 

What are the main 
reasons you want to do 
this course? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. To help me get a job / 
different job 
2. To help me with my 
current job 
3. For interest only (not 
jobs / career) 
4. Other - please specify 

Not tested at R2 What are the main 
reasons you want to do 
this course? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. To help me get a job / 
different job 
2. To help me with my 
current job 
3. For interest only (not 
jobs / career) 
4. Other - please specify 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

options open 
6. To learn skills for a 
volunteering role 
7. To learn skills for a 
supplementary/second job 
8. For interest only, not 
linked to jobs or a career 
9. Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
 
IF 2+ REASONS GIVEN 
And which of these would 
you say is the main 
reason why you want to 
do this course? 
[ONLY SHOW ITEMS 
ALREADY CHOSEN] 

TrainPatt How would you like to 
study, full-time or part-
time? 
 
IF NECESSARY: By full-
time, we mean an average 
of at least 21 hours per 
week for a minimum of 24 
weeks in a year.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
Full-time 
Part-time 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

How would you like to 
study? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
1. Full time 
2. Part time 
3. Weekly or occasional 
(e.g. adult learning 
courses) 
4. Flexible hours (e.g. 
online or distance learning 
course)_ 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

How would you like to 
study?  
 
SHOWCARD SINGLE 
CODE 
1. Full time classes 
2. Part time classes, 
during the day 
3. Part time classes, 
evenings or weekends 
4. Occasional classes 
(every few weeks or 
months) 
5. Flexible study (e.g. 
online) 
6. Don't know 

Not tested at R2 How would you like to 
study?  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Full time classes 
2. Part time classes, 
during the day 
3. Part time classes, 
evenings or weekends 
4. Occasional classes 
(every few weeks or 
months) 
5. Flexible study (e.g. 
online) 
6. Don't know 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainWhere Where would you like to 
study? 
 
 
CODE ON-LINE 
DISTANCE LEARNING 
COURSES (E.G. OPEN 
UNIVERSITY) AS 5, 
EVEN IF LINKED WITH A 
COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY. 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
At college 
At university 
At another learning 
institution 
In the workplace 
On-line, either at home or 
elsewhere 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Where would you like to 
study? 
 
CODE ON-LINE 
DISTANCE LEARNING 
COURSES (E.G. OPEN 
UNIVERSITY) AS 5, 
EVEN IF LINKED WITH A 
COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY. 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. At college 
2. At university 
3. At an adult learning 
centre 
4. At another learning 
institution 
5. In the workplace 
6. On-line, either at home 
or elsewhere 
No preference 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Where would you like to 
study? 
 
CODE ON-LINE 
DISTANCE LEARNING 
COURSES (E.G. OPEN 
UNIVERSITY) AS 5, 
EVEN IF LINKED WITH A 
COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY. 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
SHOWCARD 
1. At college 
2. At university 
3. At another learning 
institution 
4. In the workplace 
5. On-line, either at home 
or elsewhere 
6. No preference 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Where would you like to 
study? 
 
CODE ON-LINE 
DISTANCE LEARNING 
COURSES (E.G. OPEN 
UNIVERSITY) AS 5, 
EVEN IF LINKED WITH A 
COLLEGE OR 
UNIVERSITY. 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
SHOWCARD 
1. At college 
2. At university 
3. At another learning 
institution 
4. In the workplace 
5. On-line, either at home 
or elsewhere 
6. No preference 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
7. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainLikely Still thinking about the 
next course, how likely is 
it that you will start in the 
next five years? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Very likely 
Fairly likely 
Not very likely 
Not at all likely 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about the 
next course, how likely is 
it that you will start in the 
next five years? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very likely 
2. Fairly likely 
3. Not very likely 
4. Not at all likely 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about the 
next course, how likely is 
it that you will start in the 
next three years? 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT IS 
ALREADY BOOKED 
ONTO A COURSE, 
CODE AS ‘VERY 
LIKELY’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very likely 
2. Fairly likely 
3. Not very likely 
4. Not at all likely 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Still thinking about the 
next course, how likely is 
it that you will start in the 
next three years? 
 
INTERVIEWER: IF 
RESPONDENT IS 
ALREADY BOOKED 
ONTO A COURSE, 
CODE AS ‘VERY 
LIKELY’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very likely 
2. Fairly likely 
3. Not very likely 
4. Not at all likely 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainNo Why is it not likely that you 
will start in the next five 
years? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Won’t be able to afford it 
Won’t have time 
No suitable course at a 
convenient time / place 
Don’t have the right 
qualifications or 
experience 
Other – please specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Why is it not likely that you 
will start in the next five 
years? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Won’t be able to afford 
it 
2. Work commitments 
3. No suitable course at a 
convenient time/place 
4. Don’t have the right 
qualifications or 
experience 
5. Family 
circumstances/childcare 
6. Other caring 
responsibilities (not 
childcare) 
7. Can’t find the right 
course 
8. Illness/disability 
9. Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Why is it not likely that you 
will start in the next three 
years? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Won’t be able to afford 
it 
2. Work commitments 
3. Childcare 
4. Other caring 
responsibilities (not 
childcare) 
5. Can't find the right 
course at a convenient 
time / place 
6. Don’t have the right 
qualifications or 
experience 
7. Illness/disability 
8. Other – please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Why is it not likely that you 
will start in the next three 
years? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Won’t be able to afford 
it 
2. Work commitments 
3. Childcare 
4. Other caring 
responsibilities (not 
childcare) 
5. Can't find the right 
course at a convenient 
time / place 
6. Don’t have the right 
qualifications or 
experience 
7. Illness/disability 
8. Other – please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

TrainNoTim
e 

Why do you not have 
time? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Work 
Childcare 
Caring responsibilities (not 
childcare) 
Other 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Suggested combining this 
and TrainNo 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Combined with TrainNo 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainCh Is [name] currently doing 
any education or training 
courses? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Purpose of questions 
needed to be clarified 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Replaced by EdAspsChld 

TrainChWnt Would you like [name] to 
do any [more] courses in 
the future? 
 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Replaced by EdAspsChld 

TrainChQual Would you like [name] to 
get a qualification at the 
end? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Replaced by EdAspsChld 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

TrainQualTy
p 

What type of qualification 
would you like [name] to 
study for?  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Another type of 
qualification – please 
specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Replaced by EdAspsChld 

TrainChFin To what extent do you 
agree or disagree there is 
enough financial support 
available from the 
government for [name] to 
do the next course you 
would like [him/her] to do? 
 
IF NECESSARY: 
Government financial 
support could include 
student loans, allowances 
and grants. 
 
GOVERNMENT 
INCLUDES STUDENT 
FINANCE WALES.  
 
SHOWCARD   
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree  
Neither agree nor 
disagree  
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree  
Don't know 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Replaced by EdAspsChld 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

EdAspsChld       When [name] reaches 16 
and can leave school, 
what would you like 
[him/her] to do? 
 
IF RESPONDENT 
CHOOSES MORE THAN 
ONE OPTION, ASK 
HIM/HER TO PICK A 
MAIN OR PREFERRED 
OPTION.  
 
SHOWCARD   
SINGLE CODE 
1. Continue in full time 
education 
2. Go on a training course 

When [name] reaches 16 
and can leave school, 
what would you like 
[him/her] to do? 
 
IF RESPONDENT 
CHOOSES MORE THAN 
ONE OPTION, ASK 
HIM/HER TO PICK A 
MAIN OR PREFERRED 
OPTION.  
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. Continue in full time 
education 
2. Go on a training course 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

or start an apprenticeship 
3. Start a full-time paid job 
4. Start an internship or 
work as a volunteer full-
time 
5. Combine part-time 
education/training and 
part-time work 
6. Start a family 
7. Join the armed forces 
8. Other (please specify) 
9. Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
10. None of these things 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
11. It's my child's 
decision/it's up to my child 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
12. Refused 

or start an apprenticeship 
3. Start a full-time paid job 
4. Start an internship or 
work as a volunteer full-
time 
5. Combine part-time 
education/training and 
part-time work 
6. Start a family 
7. Join the armed forces 
8. Other (please specify) 
9. Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
10. None of these things 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
11. It's my child's 
decision/it's up to my child 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
12. Refused 

Childcare CCEverNo Why do you not currently 
use childcare for [child]?  
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
He / she is old enough to 
look after himself / herself  
I am / my partner is a stay 
at home parent 
I am / my partner is on 
maternity / paternity leave  
No childcare available at 
the times I need it 
No childcare available in 
the right place 
The childcare available is 
too expensive 
Quality of the childcare 
available is not good 

Why have you chosen not 
to use child care or after-
school provision for  
[child]? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
SHOWCARD 
1. He/she is old enough to 
look after himself/herself 
2. Don’t need any 
provision as one parent is 
always around 
3. I am / my partner is on 
maternity / paternity leave 
4. No provision available 
at the times I need it 
5. No provision available 
in the right 
location/transport 

Why have you chosen not 
to use childcare for 
[child]? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Child is old enough to 
look after himself / herself 
2. One parent is always 
around 
3. I am / my partner is on 
maternity / paternity leave 
4. Too expensive 
5. Not happy with the 
quality available 
6. Not available at the 
times I need it 
7. Not available in the 
right location / transport 

As at R1 Why have you chosen not 
to use childcare for 
[child]? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Child is old enough to 
look after himself / herself 
2. One parent is always 
around 
3. I am / my partner is on 
maternity / paternity leave 
4. Too expensive 
5. Not happy with the 
quality available 
6. Not available at the 
times I need it 
7. Not available in the 
right location / transport 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

enough 
No childcare available 
that’s suitable for my 
his/her additional needs 
Other – please specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

difficulties 
6. The provision is too 
expensive/other cost 
factors 
7. Not happy with the 
quality of provision 
available  
8. No suitable provision 
for his/her additional 
needs 
9. No provision 
available/all full/couldn’t 
get a place 
10. Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

difficulties 
8. Couldn't get a space 
9. Not suitable for his/her 
additional needs 
10. Other – please specify 
11. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

difficulties 
8. Couldn't get a space 
9. Not suitable for his/her 
additional needs 
10. Other – please specify 
11. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

CCSatHrsDif What working times is it 
difficult for you to get 
childcare for? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Evenings 
Nights 
Weekends 
Working times vary  
Other – please specify 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At which of these times 
does childcare provision 
need improving to meet 
your needs  
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. During the working day 
2. Evenings/nights 
3. Weekends 
4. School holidays 
5. Early drop-off or late 
pick up 
6. Variable/flexible 
working hours 
7. Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At which of these times 
does childcare need 
improving to meet your 
needs? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Before school hours 
(6am - 9am) 
2. During school hours 
(9am - 3pm) 
3. After school (3pm - 
6pm) 
4. Evenings / nights (6pm 
- 6am) 
5. Weekends 
6. School holidays 
7. Variable working hours 
8. Other - please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At which of these times 
does childcare need 
improving to allow you to 
work, study or go on 
training? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Before school hours 
(6am - 9am) 
2. During school hours 
(9am - 3pm) 
3. After school (3pm - 
6pm) 
4. Evenings / nights (6pm 
- 6am) 
5. Weekends 
6. School holidays 
7. Variable working hours 
8. Other - please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At which of these times 
does childcare need 
improving to allow you to 
work, study or go on 
training? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Before school hours 
(6am - 9am) 
2. During school hours 
(9am - 3pm) 
3. After school (3pm - 
6pm) 
4. Evenings / nights (6pm 
- 6am) 
5. Weekends 
6. School holidays 
7. Variable working hours 
8. Other - please specify 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

CCExp At any time between now 
and [name] starting 
school, do you expect to 
use childcare not provided 
by family or friends? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At any time between now 
and [name] starting 
school, do you expect to 
use childcare not provided 
by family or friends? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

At any time between now 
and [name] starting 
school, do you expect to 
use childcare not provided 
by family or friends? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(Spontaneous only) 
4. Has already started 
school (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

At any time between now 
and [name] starting 
school, do you think you 
might use childcare not 
provided by family or 
friends? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(Spontaneous only) 
4. Has already started 
school (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

At any time between now 
and [name] starting 
school, do you think you 
might use childcare not 
provided by family or 
friends? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
4. Has already started 
school (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

CCActWel / 
CCActWelA/ 
CCActWelB 

Still thinking about formal 
childcare, not family or 
friends. What language is 
used at [name]’s 
[childcare / main  type of 
childcare]? 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Welsh 
and English medium’ is 
where both languages are 
used heavily.  
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Mainly or all Welsh 

Which of these do you use 
mostly during term-time? 
[LIST OPTIONS 
SELECTED AT CCEVER] 
 
IF FORMAL CHILDCARE 
USED 
Still thinking about formal 
childcare [the formal 
childcare you mainly use 
during term-time], not 
family or friends. What 
language is mainly used 
by the carer(s)? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Only Welsh 
2. Mainly Welsh, with 
some English 
3. Welsh and English 
equally 
4. Mainly English with 
some Welsh 

Which of these do you use 
mostly during term-time? 
 
[LIST OPTIONS 
SELECTED AT CCEVER] 
 
Still thinking about the 
formal childcare [you use / 
you mostly use during 
term-time], not family or 
friends. What language is 
mainly used by the 
carer(s)? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SINGLE CODE 

Not tested at R2 Which of these do you use 
mostly during term-time? 
 
[LIST OPTIONS 
SELECTED AT CCEVER] 
 
Still thinking about the 
formal childcare [you use / 
you mostly use during 
term-time], not family or 
friends. What language is 
mainly used by the 
carer(s)? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Welsh and English equally 
Mainly or all English 
Any other language 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

5. Only English 
6. Any other language 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. Mainly or all Welsh 
2. Welsh and English 
equally 
3. Mainly or all English 
4. Any other language 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. Mainly or all Welsh 
2. Welsh and English 
equally 
3. Mainly or all English 
4. Any other language 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

CCPrefWel What language would you 
ideally want to be used at 
this childcare? 
 
IF NECESSARY: ‘Welsh 
and English medium’ is 
where both languages are 
used heavily.  
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Mainly or all Welsh 
Welsh and English equally 
Mainly or all English 
Any other language 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

What language would you 
ideally want to be used by 
the carer(s) who look after 
your child? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Only Welsh 
2. Mainly Welsh, with 
some English 
3. Welsh and English 
equally 
4. Mainly English with 
some Welsh 
5. Only English 
6. Any other language 

What language would you 
ideally want to be used by 
the carer(s) who look after 
your child? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Mainly or all Welsh 
2. Welsh and English 
equally 
3. Mainly or all English 
4. Any other language 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at R1 What language would you 
ideally want to be used by 
the carer(s) who look after 
your child? 
 
IF NECESSARY: If 
English is the main 
language, and is used for 
most activities, but Welsh 
is introduced in some 
activities, please answer 
‘Mainly or all English’. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Mainly or all Welsh 
2. Welsh and English 
equally 
3. Mainly or all English 
4. Any other language 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Single-use 
carrier bags 

CBAct In the last 4 weeks, which 
of the following shopping 
activities have you 
personally done? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Shopping for food – large, 
around 20 or more items 
in one trip 
Shopping for food – small, 
fewer than 20 items in one 
trip 
Shopping other than food 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last 4 weeks, which 
of the following shopping 
trips have you done? 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Food and groceries 
shop that involved 20 or 
more items  
2. Food and groceries 
shop that involved 20 
items or fewer 
3. Other shopping trip (not 
food or groceries)  
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last 4 weeks, which 
of the following shopping 
trips have you done? 
 
IF NECESSARY: 20 items 
is about as much as 1 or 2 
carrier bags of shopping. 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Food and groceries, 
more than 20 items 
2. Food and groceries, 20 
items or fewer 
3. Other shopping trip (not 
food or groceries)  
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last seven days, 
which of the following 
shopping trips have you 
done? 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Food and groceries, 
more than two full carrier 
bags of shopping in one 
trip 
2. Food and groceries, up 
to two full carrier bags of 
shopping in one trip 
3. Other shopping trip (not 
food or groceries)  
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last seven days, 
which of the following 
shopping trips have you 
done? 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply.  
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Food and groceries, 
more than two full carrier 
bags of shopping in one 
trip 
2. Food and groceries, up 
to two full carrier bags of 
shopping in one trip 
3. Other shopping trip (not 
food or groceries)  
4. None of these 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBLDay  NA – question added at 
R2 

NA – question added at 
R2 

NA – question added at 
R2  

When did you last do a 
food and groceries shop 
for more than two full 
carrier bags of shopping in 
one trip? 
 
1. Monday 
2. Tuesday 
3. Wednesday 
4. Thursday 
5. Friday 
6. Saturday 
7. Sunday 
8.  Don’t know 

When did you last do a 
food and groceries shop 
for more than two full 
carrier bags of shopping in 
one trip? 
 
1. Monday 
2. Tuesday 
3. Wednesday 
4. Thursday 
5. Friday 
6. Saturday 
7. Sunday 
8.  Don’t know 

 CBLTyp What type of bags did you Please think about the last Please think about the last Please think now about Please think now about 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

bring the shopping home 
in? 
  
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Thin plastic carrier bag 
Paper carrier bag 
Thick plastic bag for life 
Other reusable carrier bag 
(not plastic)  
Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall, 
shopper) 
Box 
Carried it without a bag 
Other 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

time you did a food and 
groceries shop that 
involved 20 or more items 
in one trip. In which of 
these ways did you bring 
the shopping back? 
 
INTERVIEWER: ADD IF 
NECESSARY: a ‘bag for 
life’ is one that can be 
taken back to the shop to 
replace when it wears out. 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Paper bag  
2. Thin plastic carrier bag 
3. Thick plastic reusable 
“bag for life” 
4. Non-plastic reusable 
shopping bag (e.g. cloth, 
jute, hessian) 
5. Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall, 
shopper) 
6. Cardboard box, plastic 
box or crate 
7. Carried it without a bag 
8. Other 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

time you did a food and 
groceries shop for more 
than 20 items in one trip. 
How did you carry the 
shopping back? 
 
IF NECESSARY: A ‘bag 
for life’ is one that can be 
taken back to the shop to 
replace when it wears out. 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Paper bag  
2. Thin plastic carrier bag 
3. Thick plastic reusable 
“bag for life” 
4. Non-plastic reusable 
shopping bag (e.g. cloth, 
jute, hessian) 
5. Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall, 
shopper) 
6. Cardboard box, plastic 
box or crate 
7. Carried it without a bag 
8. Other 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

that shopping trip on 
[DAY]. How did you carry 
the shopping back?  
 
CODE 2: THESE ARE 
MADE OF PLASTIC FILM 
AND ARE NOT 
SPECIFICALLY MADE 
FOR REUSING. 
 
CODE 3: THESE ARE 
MADE OF A THICKER, 
STRONGER, MORE 
DURABLE PLASTIC AND 
ARE DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 
DESCRIBE THE 
FOLLOWING:  
• “BAGS FOR LIFE” – 
CODE 3 ONLY IF 
PLASTIC 
• THICK / STRONG 
PLASTIC BAGS (OFTEN 
WITH PLASTIC LOOP 
HANDLES) 
• WOVEN PLASTIC 
BAGS (OFTEN WITH 
FABRIC HANDLES) 
 
CODE 4: THESE ARE 
MADE OF CLOTH, 
FABRIC, COTTON, 
CANVAS, JUTE OR 
HESSIAN, AND ARE 
DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 

that shopping trip on 
[DAY]. How did you carry 
the shopping back?  
 
CODE 2: THESE ARE 
MADE OF PLASTIC FILM 
AND ARE NOT 
SPECIFICALLY MADE 
FOR REUSING. 
 
CODE 3: THESE ARE 
MADE OF A THICKER, 
STRONGER, MORE 
DURABLE PLASTIC AND 
ARE DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 
DESCRIBE THE 
FOLLOWING:  
• “BAGS FOR LIFE” – 
CODE 3 ONLY IF 
PLASTIC 
• THICK / STRONG 
PLASTIC BAGS (OFTEN 
WITH PLASTIC LOOP 
HANDLES) 
• WOVEN PLASTIC 
BAGS (OFTEN WITH 
FABRIC HANDLES) 
 
CODE 4: THESE ARE 
MADE OF CLOTH, 
FABRIC, COTTON, 
CANVAS, JUTE OR 
HESSIAN, AND ARE 
DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

REFER TO THEM AS 
“BAGS FOR LIFE”, BUT 
CODE 4 ONLY IF THEY 
ARE NON-PLASTIC. 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Paper bag  
2. Thin plastic carrier bag 
3. Thick plastic reusable 
carrier bag 
4. Non-plastic reusable 
shopping bag (e.g. cloth, 
canvas, jute) 
5. Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall) 
6. Cardboard box, plastic 
box or crate 
7. Carried it without a bag 
8. Other 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

REFER TO THEM AS 
“BAGS FOR LIFE”, BUT 
CODE 4 ONLY IF THEY 
ARE NON-PLASTIC. 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Paper bag  
2. Thin plastic carrier bag 
3. Thick plastic reusable 
carrier bag 
4. Non-plastic reusable 
shopping bag (e.g. cloth, 
canvas, jute) 
5. Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall) 
6. Cardboard box, plastic 
box or crate 
7. Carried it without a bag 
8. Other 
9. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBLHow How did you get the 
bags? 
 
IF BAGS ARE KEPT IN 
THE CAR, TREAT THE 
SAME AS ‘TOOK THEM 
FROM HOME’ 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Took them from home 
Bought them at the 
checkout 
Took some from home 
and bought extra at the 
checkout 

Still thinking about the last 
shop you did of 20 or 
more items, where did the 
shopping bags you used 
come from? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Took them from 
home/they are kept in the 
car 
2. New bags provided at 
the checkout 
3. Took some from home 
and some provided at the 
checkout 
Don’t know 

Still thinking about the last 
shop you did for more 
than 20 items, where did 
the shopping bags come 
from?  
 
[IF 1-4 COMBINED WITH 
5-6 AT CBLTyp: Please 
think only about shopping 
bags, not other kinds of 
bags or boxes you used.] 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Took them from home / 
they are kept in the car 
2. New bags provided at 

Still thinking about the 
shop you did for more 
than two full carrier bags 
of shopping on [DAY], 
which of these best 
describes where the 
shopping bags came 
from?  
 
[IF 1-4 COMBINED WITH 
5-6 AT CBLTyp: Please 
think only about shopping 
bags, not other kinds of 
bags or boxes you used.] 
 
SHOWCARD 

Still thinking about the 
shop you did for more 
than two full carrier bags 
of shopping on [DAY], 
which of these best 
describes where the 
shopping bags came 
from?  
 
[IF 1-4 COMBINED WITH 
5-6 AT CBLTyp: Please 
think only about shopping 
bags, not other kinds of 
bags or boxes you used.] 
 
SINGLE CODE 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) the checkout 
3. Took some from home 
and some provided at the 
checkout 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

SINGLE CODE 
1. Took them from home / 
they are kept in the car 
2. New bags provided at 
the checkout 
3. Took some from home 
and some provided at the 
checkout 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. Took them from home / 
they are kept in the car 
2. New bags provided at 
the checkout 
3. Took some from home 
and some provided at the 
checkout 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBSTyp What type of bags did you 
bring the shopping home 
in?  
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Thin plastic carrier bag 
Paper carrier bag 
Thick plastic bag for life 
Other reusable carrier bag 
(not plastic)  
Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall, 
shopper) 
Box 
Carried it without a bag 
Other 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBLTyp Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 As at CBLTyp 

 CBSHow How did you get the 
bags?  
 
IF BAGS ARE KEPT IN 
THE CAR, TREAT THE 
SAME AS ‘TOOK THEM 
FROM HOME’ 
 
SHOWCARD  

As at CBLHow Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 As at CBLHow 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Took them from home 
Bought them at the 
checkout 
Took some from home 
and bought extra at the 
checkout 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBFPatt Thinking about when you 
go out to do a food shop, 
how often do you take 
bags with you from home?  
 
IF BAGS ARE KEPT IN 
THE CAR, TREAT THE 
SAME AS ‘TOOK THEM 
FROM HOME’ 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Always or usually 
Sometimes 
Rarely or never 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about when you 
shop for food or groceries 
in store, which of the 
following best applies? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I never use my own 
bags   
2. I rarely use my own 
bags 
3. I sometimes use my 
own bags 
4. I use my own bags 
most of the time/always 
5. Never 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Thinking about when you 
shop in store for food or 
groceries, which of the 
following best applies? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. I never use my own 
bags   
2. I rarely use my own 
bags 
3. I sometimes use my 
own bags 
4. I use my own bags 
most of the time/always 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about when you 
shop in store for food or 
groceries, which of the 
following best applies? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
1. I never use my own 
bags   
2. I rarely use my own 
bags 
3. I sometimes use my 
own bags 
4. I use my own bags 
most of the time/always 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 CBOTyp What type of bags did you 
bring the shopping home 
in? 
  
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Thin plastic carrier bag 
Paper carrier bag 
Thick plastic bag for life 
Other reusable carrier bag 
(not plastic)  
Other kind of bag (e.g. 
rucksack, holdall, 
shopper) 
Box 
Carried it without a bag 
Other 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBLTyp Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 As at CBLTyp 

 CBOHow How did you get the 
bags?  
 
IF BAGS ARE KEPT IN 
THE CAR, TREAT THE 
SAME AS ‘TOOK THEM 
FROM HOME’ 
 
SHOWCARD  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Took them from home 
Bought them at the 
checkout 
Took some from home 
and bought extra at the 
checkout 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBLHow Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 As at CBLHow 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 CBOPatt Thinking about when you 
go out to shop for things 
other than food, how often 
do you take bags with you 
from home?  
 
IF BAGS ARE KEPT IN 
THE CAR, TREAT THE 
SAME AS ‘TOOK THEM 
FROM HOME’ 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Always or usually 
Sometimes 
Rarely or never 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBFPatt Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 As at CBFPatt 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 CBPFreq / 
CBPFreqA/ 
CBPFreqB 

How many times do you 
normally re-use  a thick 
plastic bag for life? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1 
2 - 10  
11 - 50 
More than 50 
I never use them 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you ever used a bag 
for life, that is one that can 
be taken back to the shop 
to replace when it wears 
out. 
 
Yes 
No 
 
Thinking more generally 
about your plastic bag 
usage. ’After acquiring a 
bag for life, how many 
times do you think you will 
re-use it before you 
discard or replace it? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2-10 times 
3. 11-50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you ever used a 
thick plastic "bag for life"?  
 
IF NECESSARY: A "bag 
for life" is one that can be 
taken back to the shop to 
replace when it wears out 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
 
Generally speaking, how 
many times do you think 
you use your bags for life 
before you discard or 
replace them? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2 – 10 times 
3. 11 – 50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you ever used a 
thick plastic reusable 
carrier bag?  
 
DO NOT INCLUDE NON-
PLASTIC SHOPPING 
BAGS HERE. 
 
THESE BAGS ARE 
MADE OF A THICKER, 
STRONGER, MORE 
DURABLE PLASTIC AND 
ARE DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 
DESCRIBE THE 
FOLLOWING:  
• “BAGS FOR LIFE” – 
CODE 3 ONLY IF 
PLASTIC 
• THICK / STRONG 
PLASTIC BAGS (OFTEN 
WITH PLASTIC LOOP 
HANDLES) 
• WOVEN PLASTIC 
BAGS (OFTEN WITH 
FABRIC HANDLES) 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
 
Please think about your 
own use of thick plastic 
reusable carrier bags.  On 
average, how many times 
do you think you re-use 
one of these bags to carry 

Have you ever used a 
thick plastic reusable 
carrier bag?  
 
DO NOT INCLUDE NON-
PLASTIC SHOPPING 
BAGS HERE. 
 
THESE BAGS ARE 
MADE OF A THICKER, 
STRONGER, MORE 
DURABLE PLASTIC AND 
ARE DESIGNED TO BE 
REUSED. 
RESPONDENTS MAY 
DESCRIBE THE 
FOLLOWING:  
• “BAGS FOR LIFE” 
• THICK / STRONG 
PLASTIC BAGS (OFTEN 
WITH PLASTIC LOOP 
HANDLES) 
• WOVEN PLASTIC 
BAGS (OFTEN WITH 
FABRIC HANDLES) 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
 
Please think about your 
own use of thick plastic 
reusable carrier bags.  On 
average, how many times 
do you think you re-use 
one of these bags to carry 
shopping? 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

shopping? 
 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2 – 10 times 
3. 11 – 50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Please think just about 
shopping trips, and not 
other uses you might have 
for these bags.  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2 – 10 times 
3. 11 – 50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 CBPWear When a thick plastic bag 
for life wears out, what 
would you personally do 
with it? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Throw it away 
Recycle it  
Take it back it to the shop 
to swap it for a new one 
Use it as a bin liner 
Use it for other things 
I never use them 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about using a 
“bag for lilfe” the last time 
you had one which wore 
out, what did you do with 
it? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Threw it away with 
general rubbish 
2.  Took it to a recycling 
bank/put it in a recycling 
bin (not at the shop) 
3. Gave it back to the 
shop to swap it for a new 
one 
4. Used it as a bin liner 
5. Used it for other things 
6. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about your 
use of “bags for life”, what 
do you usually do with 
them when they wear out? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Throw them away with 
general rubbish 
2. Put them in a recycling 
bin 
3. Give them back to the 
shop to swap them for a 
new one 
4. Use them as a bin liner 
5. Use them for other 
things 
6. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
7. Other - please specify 
8. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about your 
use of thick plastic 
reusable carrier bags, 
what do you usually do 
with them when they wear 
out? 
 
DO NOT PROMPT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Throw them away with 
general rubbish 
2. Put them in a recycling 
bin 
3. Give them back to the 
shop to swap them for a 
new one 
4. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
5. Other - please specify 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about your 
use of thick plastic 
reusable carrier bags, 
what do you usually do 
with them when they wear 
out? 
 
DO NOT PROMPT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Throw them away with 
general rubbish 
2. Put them in a recycling 
bin 
3. Give them back to the 
shop to swap them for a 
new one 
4. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
5. Other - please specify 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBCFreq /  
CBCFreqA 
CBCFreqB 

How many times do you 
normally re-use a 
reusable carrier bag that’s 
not plastic? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1 
2 - 10  
11 - 50 
More than 50 
I never use them 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBPFreq Not tested at R1 Have you ever used a 
non-plastic reusable 
carrier bag?  
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
 
 
Please now think about 
your own use of non-
plastic reusable shopping 
bags. On average, how 
many times do you think 
you re-use one of these 
bags to carry shopping? 

Have you ever used a 
non-plastic reusable 
carrier bag?  
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
 
 
Please now think about 
your own use of non-
plastic reusable shopping 
bags. On average, how 
many times do you think 
you re-use one of these 
bags to carry shopping? 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 
DO NOT PROMPT 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2 – 10 times 
3. 11 – 50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 
DO NOT PROMPT 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Single use only 
2. 2 – 10 times 
3. 11 – 50 times 
4. More than 50 times 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 CBCWear When a reusable carrier 
bag that’s not plastic 
wears out, what would you 
personally do with it? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Throw it away 
Recycle it  
Use it for other things 
I never use them 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

As at CBPWear Not tested at R1 Still thinking about your 
use of non-plastic 
reusable shopping bags, 
what do you usually do 
with them when they wear 
out? 
 
DO NOT PROMPT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Throw them away with 
general rubbish 
2. Put them in a recycling 
bin 
3. Give them back to the 
shop to swap them for a 
new one 
4. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
5. Other - please specify 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Still thinking about your 
use of non-plastic 
reusable shopping bags, 
what do you usually do 
with them when they wear 
out? 
 
DO NOT PROMPT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Throw them away with 
general rubbish 
2. Put them in a recycling 
bin 
3. Give them back to the 
shop to swap them for a 
new one 
4. I haven’t yet had a bag 
that has worn out 
5. Other - please specify 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Smoking - 
heat not 
burn 
tobacco 
products 

SmQuitHelp Which, if any, of the 
following did you try to 
help you stop smoking? 
Please think about things 
you tried in the last 12 
months.  
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Nicotine patches / inhaler / 
gum 
Other medication  
Electronic cigarette 
Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
Attended a group 
Phoned a smoking 
helpline 
Got support from a 
pharmacy 
Read a book or booklet 
Used a website or app 
Hypnotherapy 
Acupuncture 
Other – please specify 
None of these 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Which, if any, of the 
following did you try to 
help you stop smoking? 
Please think about things 
you tried in the last 12 
months. 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medication (e.g. Zyban, 
Champix)  
3. Electronic cigarettes/ E 
cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 

Not tested at R1 Which, if any, of the 
following did you try to 
help you stop smoking? 
Please think about things 
you tried in the last 12 
months. 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medicine 
3. e-cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 
12. Other – please specify 

Which, if any, of the 
following did you try to 
help you stop smoking? 
Please think about things 
you tried in the last 12 
months. 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
VAPE/ VAPING SHOULD 
BE CODED TO CODE 3 
(E-CIGARETTES). 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medicine (e.g. Zyban, 
Champix) 
3. e-cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

12. Other – please specify 
13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
 
 
 
 

13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 
12. Other – please specify 
13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

SmQuitTryH
elp 

Which, if any, of the 
following have you tried in 
the last 12 months to help 
you give up smoking?  
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Nicotine patches / inhaler / 
gum 
Other medication 
Electronic cigarette 
Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
Attended a group 

Which, if any, of the 
following have you tried in 
the last 12 months to help 
you give up smoking? 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medication (e.g. Zyban, 
Champix)  

Not tested at R1 Which, if any, of the 
following have you tried in 
the last 12 months to help 
you give up smoking? 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medicine 

Which, if any, of the 
followinghave you tried in 
the last 12 months to help 
you stop smoking? 
 
Please choose as many 
as apply. 
 
CODE 2 IS FOR 
PRESCRIBED 
MEDICATION, 
INCLUDING ZYBAN 
(BUPROPION) OR 
CHAMPIX 
(VARENICLINE). 
 
VAPE/ VAPING SHOULD 
BE CODED TO CODE 3 
(E-CIGARETTES). 
 
SHOWCARD 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Phoned a smoking 
helpline 
Got support from a 
pharmacy 
Read a book or booklet 
Used a website or app 
Hypnotherapy 
Acupuncture 
Other – please specify 
None of these 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

3. Electronic cigarettes/ E 
cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 
12. Other – please specify 
13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
 
 

3. e-cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 
12. Other – please specify 
13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

1. Nicotine patches / 
inhaler / gum 
2. Other prescription 
medicine (e.g. Zyban, 
Champix) 
3. e-cigarettes 
4. Heat-not-burn cigarette 
(e.g. iQOS, heatsticks) 
5. Attended a group 
6. Phoned a smoking 
helpline (e.g. Help Me 
Quit) 
7. Got support from a 
pharmacy 
8. Read a book or booklet 
9. Used a website or app 
10. Hypnotherapy 
11. Acupuncture 
12. Other – please specify 
13. None of these 
14. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Climate 
change  - 
emission 
reducation 

CliChanBeh I am prepared to change 
my behaviour to help limit 
climate change. 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

To what extent are you 
prepared to change your 
own behaviour to help 
limit climate change? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Prepared to change a 
lot 
2. Prepared to change a 
fair amount 
3. Not prepared to change 
very much 
4. Not prepared to change 
anything 
5. Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

To what extent are you 
prepared to change your 
behaviour to help limit 
climate change? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. A lot 
2. A fair amount 
3. Not very much 
4. Not anything 
5. Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 To what extent are you 
prepared to change your 
behaviour to help limit 
climate change? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. A lot 
2. A fair amount 
3. Not very much 
4. Not anything 
5. Don’t believe in 

climate change 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

 

CliChanRes
p 

Looking at this showcard, 
please tell me which has 
the most responsibility for 
limiting climate change? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Individuals  
Governments 
Industry and business 
Other 
Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Looking at this showcard, 
please tell me who you 
think should have the 
most responsibility for 
limiting climate change? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Individuals 
2. Governments 
3. Industry and business 
4. Other (specify) 
Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Who do you think should 
have most responsibility 
for limiting climate 
change? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Individuals 
2. Governments 
3. Industry and business 
4. Other (specify) 
5. Don’t believe in climate 
change (SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Who do you think should 
have most responsibility 
for limiting climate 
change? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Individuals 
2. Governments 
3. Industry and business 
4. Other (specify) 
5. Don’t believe in 

climate change 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 

6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

 

CliChanAct Government could do 
different things to help 
limit climate change. 
Which, if any, of the 
following would you 
support? 
  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Increase tax on petrol 
Spend more on improving 
bus services 
Spend more on improving 
train services 
Charge drivers for coming 
into towns and cities 
Increase car parking 
charges 
Take steps to encourage 
car sharing 
More cycle routes 
More safe routes for 
children to walk to schools 

The Government could do 
different things to help 
limit climate change. 
Which, if any, of the 
policies on this card would 
you support? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1 Increasing tax on petrol 
2 Spending more on 
improving bus services 
3 Spending more on 
improving train services 
4 Charging drivers for 
coming into towns and 
cities 
5 Increasing car parking 
charges 
6 Taking steps to 
encourage car sharing 
7 More cycle routes 
8 More safe routes for 

The Welsh Government or 
the UK Government could 
do different things to help 
limit climate change. 
Which, if any, of the 
policies on this card would 
you support? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Increasing tax on petrol 
2. Spending more on 
improving public transport 
3. Charging drivers for 
coming into towns and 
cities 
4. Taking steps to 
encourage car sharing 
5. More cycle routes 
6. More safe routes for 
children to walk to schools 
7. Higher taxes on less 
environmentally friendly 

Not tested at R2 The Welsh Government or 
the UK Government could 
do different things to help 
limit climate change. 
Which, if any, of the 
policies on this card would 
you support? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Increasing tax on petrol 
2. Spending more on 

improving public 
transport 

3. Charging drivers for 
coming into towns 
and cities 

4. Taking steps to 
encourage car 
sharing 

5. More cycle routes 
6. More safe routes for 

children to walk to 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Higher taxes on less 
environmentally friendly 
cars 
Grants to help fund 
insulation of homes  
Ban the sale of household 
goods that are not energy 
efficient 
Better information on 
reducing energy use 
None of these 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

children to walk to schools 
9 Higher taxes on less 
environmentally friendly 
cars 
10 Grants to help fund 
insulation of homes  
11 Banning the sale of 
household goods that are 
not energy efficient 
12 Better information on 
reducing energy use 
  None of these 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  
  Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

cars 
8. Grants to help fund 
insulation of homes  
9. Banning the sale of 
household goods that are 
not energy efficient 
10. Better information on 
reducing energy use 
11. None of these 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  
12. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

schools 
7. Higher taxes on less 

environmentally 
friendly cars 

8. Grants to help fund 
insulation of homes  

9. Banning the sale of 
household goods that 
are not energy 
efficient 

10. Better information on 
reducing energy use 

11. Increased use of 
renewable energy 
(e.g. wind, solar) 

12. More information/ 
publicity about how to 
recycle 

12. None of these 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY)  

13. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS 
ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Impact of 
welfare 
reform 

WelfCurr1 Is your household 
currently receiving 
Universal Credit 
payments?  
 
[SCRIPTING NOTE: 
TEXT FILL IF >1 
PERSON IN HH] 
 
CODE AS 1 IF 
HOUSEHOLD HAS 
RECEIVED ANY 
PAYMENTS IN THE 
LAST 3 MONTHS. 
 
IF A UNIVERSAL CREDIT 
CLAIM HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BUT 
PAYMENT NOT YET 
MADE, CODE AS 1 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have you or your partner 
received any Universal 
Credit payments in the 
last 3 months? 
 
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF 
A UNIVERSAL CREDIT 
CLAIM HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BUT 
PAYMENT NOT YET 
MADE, CODE AS ”Yes” 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Have [you / you and your 
partner] received any 
Universal Credit payments 
in the last 3 months? 
 
CODE AS 1 IF A 
UNIVERSAL CREDIT 
CLAIM HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BUT 
PAYMENT NOT YET 
MADE 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Have [you / you and your 
partner] received any 
Universal Credit payments 
in the last 3 months? 
 
CODE AS 1 IF A 
UNIVERSAL CREDIT 
CLAIM HAS BEEN 
APPROVED BUT 
PAYMENT NOT YET 
MADE 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

WelfCurr2 Are you [or your partner] 
currently receiving 
Personal Independence 
Payments?  
 
[SCRIPTING NOTE: 
TEXT FILL IF >1 
PERSON IN HH] 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Yes  
No  
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  

Are you or your partner 
currently receiving 
Personal Independence 
Payments? 
 
IF NECESSARY: 
Personal Independent 
Payments are payments 
to help with some of the 
extra costs caused by 
long-term disability or ill-
health. It has replaced 
The Disability Living 
Allowance. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Are you or your partner 
currently receiving 
Personal Independence 
Payments? 
 
IF NECESSARY: 
Personal Independent 
Payments are payments 
to help with some of the 
extra costs caused by 
long-term disability or ill-
health. It has replaced 
The Disability Living 
Allowance. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 Are you or your partner 
currently receiving 
Personal Independence 
Payments? 
 
IF NECESSARY: 
Personal Independent 
Payments are payments 
to help with some of the 
extra costs caused by 
long-term disability or ill-
health. It has replaced 
The Disability Living 
Allowance. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

WelfHbcEffe
ct 

From November 2016, the 
Household Benefit Cap 
reduced benefits for out-
of-work families from 
£26,000 to £20,000. Has 
this change had any direct 
effect on your household? 
 
THE CAP HAS BEEN 
REDUCED TO £13,400 
FOR SINGLE ADULTS 
WITHOUT CHILDREN.  
 
A DIFFERENT CAP 
APPLIES IN LONDON.  
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes  
No  
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  

None - question objectives 
required clarification 

From November 2016, the 
Household Benefit Cap 
reduced benefits [for out-
of-work families from 
£26,000 to £20,000 / for 
single adults without 
children to £13,400]. Has 
this change had any direct 
effect on your household? 
 
TEXT FILL BASED ON 
SINGLE ADULTS 
WITHOUT CHILDREN 
OR NOT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No / not applicable 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 From November 2016, the 
Household Benefit Cap 
reduced benefits [for out-
of-work families from 
£26,000 to £20,000 / for 
single adults without 
children to £13,400]. Has 
this change had any direct 
effect on your household? 
 
TEXT FILL BASED ON 
SINGLE ADULTS 
WITHOUT CHILDREN 
OR NOT 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No / not applicable 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

WelfAdv In the last 12 months, 
have you had advice or 
support from any 
organisation on anything 
to do with welfare 
benefits? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  

In the last 12 months, 
have you had advice or 
support from any 
organisation on anything 
to do with welfare 
benefits? By advice and 
support we mean…. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
3. Yes 
4. No 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 In the last 12 months, 
have you sought 
information or advice from 
any organisation on 
anything to do with 
welfare benefits? 
 
For example, this could be 
face-to-face, by phone or 
online. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

In the last 12 months, 
have you sought 
information or advice from 
any organisation on 
anything to do with 
welfare benefits? 
 
For example, this could be 
face-to-face, by phone or 
online. 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

WelfAdvTyp On which of these did you 
receive advice or support? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Who can receive benefits  
Making or changing a 
claim  
Benefit sanctions 
Appeals against decisions 
Administration errors 
How your benefits are 
paid 
Need for more financial 
support 
Other 
None of these 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY)  

On which of these topics 
did you receive advice or 
support? 
 
1. Checking eligibility for 
benefits 
2. Who in the household 
can receive benefits 
3. Making or changing a 
claim 
4. Benefit sanctions 
5. Appeals against 
decisions 
6. Administration errors 
7. How your benefits are 
paid 
8. Need for more financial 
support/how to maximise 
income through benefits 
9. Other 
None of these 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 On which of these topics 
did you seek information 
or advice? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Who can receive 
benefits 
2. How to make or change 
a claim 
3. Benefit sanctions 
4. Appeals against 
decisions 
5. Administration errors 
6. How your benefits are 
paid 
7. Making sure you get all 
the benefits you can 
receive 
8. Need for more financial 
support 
9. Other 
10. None of these 
11. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

On which of these topics 
did you seek information 
or advice? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
1. Who can receive 
benefits 
2. How to make or change 
a claim 
3. Benefit sanctions 
4. Appeals against 
decisions 
5. Administration errors 
6. How your benefits are 
paid 
7. Making sure you get all 
the benefits you can 
receive 
8. Need for more financial 
support 
9. Information about 
pensions 
10. Other 
11. None of these 
12. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Internet use IntPersUse Do you personally use the 
internet at home, work or 
elsewhere? 
 
IF NECESSARY: Using 
the internet includes 
anything that needs to be 
connected to the internet 
– for example, watching 
TV on a tablet or 
smartphone, watching 
Netflix, and online gaming.  
   
SINGLE CODE 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Do you personally use the 
internet at home, work or 
elsewhere? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Do you personally use the 
internet at home, work or 
elsewhere? 
 
This could be through any 
internet enabled device, 
such as a laptop, tablet, 
smartphone or smart TV.  
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Value of 
Local 
Environmen
tal Quality 

LEnvSatLit Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of litter 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of litter? 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don’t know 

Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The amount of litter 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The amount of litter 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

LEnvSatTraf Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of traffic noise 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of traffic 
noise? 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of traffic noise 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of traffic 
noise? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of traffic noise 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of traffic 
noise? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

LEnvSatPol Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of air pollution 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of air 
pollution? 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of air pollution 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of air 
pollution? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of air pollution 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of air 
pollution? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

LEnvSatDog Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of dog fouling 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of dog 
fouling? 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of dog fouling 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of dog 
fouling? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Thinking about your local 
area, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
each of the following? 
 
The level of dog fouling 
 
IF NECESSARY: How 
satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with the level of dog 
fouling? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
4. Fairly dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GreenAcc How easy or difficult do 
you find it to walk to your 
local green space?  
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very easy 
Fairly easy 
Fairly difficult 
Very difficult 
No green spaces available 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Further guidance on what 
this question was 
measuring was required 
for question revision.  

I’d now like you to think 
about green space within 
a 15-20 minute walk from 
your home. 
 
By green space, I mean 
all the public green or 
open spaces like parks, 
allotments, children’s play 
areas, forests, riverside 
paths or beaches, but not 
your own garden. 
 
IF THERE ARE SEVERAL 
LOCAL GREEN SPACES, 
ASK ABOUT THEIR 

Not tested at R2 I’d now like you to think 
about green space within 
a 15-20 minute walk from 
your home. 
 
By green space, I mean 
all the public green or 
open spaces like parks, 
allotments, children’s play 
areas, forests, riverside 
paths or beaches, but not 
your own garden. 
 
IF THERE ARE SEVERAL 
LOCAL GREEN SPACES, 
ASK ABOUT THEIR 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

OVERALL VIEW. 
 
How easy or difficult do 
you find it to walk to your 
local green space? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very easy 
2. Fairly easy 
3. Fairly difficult 
4. Very difficult 
5. No green spaces 
available 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

OVERALL VIEW. 
 
How easy or difficult do 
you find it to walk to your 
local green space? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very easy 
2. Fairly easy 
3. Fairly difficult 
4. Very difficult 
5. No green spaces 
available 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GreenSat How satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with 
quality of your local green 
space? 
  
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE  
Very satisfied 
Fairly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 
Fairly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Further guidance on what 
this question was 
measuring was required 
for question revision.  

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2   

GreenSafe How safe or unsafe do 
you feel walking alone in 
your local green space? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Very safe 

How safe or unsafe do 
you feel walking alone in 
your local green space? 
 
IF RESPONDENT SAYS 
THEY DO NOT WALK 
ALONE IN LOCAL 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2  How safe or unsafe do 
you feel walking alone in 
your local green space? 
 
IF RESPONDENT SAYS 
THEY DO NOT WALK 
ALONE IN LOCAL 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Fairly safe 
A bit unsafe 
Very unsafe 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GREEN SPACE AFTER 
DARK, ASK: How safe 
would you feel? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very safe 
2. Fairly safe 
3. A bit unsafe 
4. Very unsafe 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GREEN SPACE AFTER 
DARK, ASK: How safe 
would you feel? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Very safe 
2. Fairly safe 
3. A bit unsafe 
4. Very unsafe 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GreenMaint My local green space is 
looked after well 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 My local green space is 
looked after well 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

GreenActiv I can do the activities I 
want to do  in my local 
green space 
 
IF NECESSARY: For 
example, activities might 
be things like running, 
cycling or playing sports. 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

My local green space is 
suitable for the activities I 
want to do there.  
 
IF NECESSARY: For 
example, activities might 
be things like running, 
cycling or playing sports. 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

My local green space is 
suitable for the activities I 
would like to do there.  
 
IF NECESSARY: For 
example, activities might 
be things like running, 
cycling or playing sports. 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R2 My local green space is 
suitable for the activities I 
would like to do there.  
 
IF NECESSARY: For 
example, activities might 
be things like running, 
cycling or playing sports. 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

GreenPlay There are places for 
children to play in my local 
green space 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 There are places for 
children and young people 
to play in my local green 
space 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

There are places for 
children and young people 
to play in my local green 
space 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE1. Strongly 
agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor 
disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
6. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GreenMaint My local green space has 
a range of wildlife  
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 My local green space has 
a range of wildlife  
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

GreenPeace My local green space is 
peaceful 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 My local green space is 
peaceful 
 
IF NECESSARY: To what 
extent do you agree or 
disagree with this 
statement? 
 
SHOWCARD  
SINGLE CODE 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 
Tend to disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

GreenChang
e 

Which of these best  
describes how your local 
green space is changing, 
if at all? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
Getting better 
Staying the same 
Getting worse 
Don't know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Which of these best 
describes how your local 
green space has changed, 
if at all, over the last 12 
months? 
 
SINGLE CODE 
1.Got better 
2.Stayed the same 
3.Got worse 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Which of these best 
describes how your local 
green space has changed, 
if at all, over the last 3 
years? 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Got better 
2. Stayed the same 
3. Got worse 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Which of these best 
describes how your local 
green space has changed, 
if at all, over the last 3 
years? 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Got better 
2. Stayed the same 
3. Got worse 
4. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Children's 
use of the 
outdoor 
environment 

OutChFreq Thinking about the last 4 
weeks, how often has 
[name] spent leisure time 
in green space or a back 
garden? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
More than once a day 
Every day 
Several times a week 
Once a week 
Not at all 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Thinking about the last 4 
weeks, how often has 
[name] spent leisure time 
in green space or a back 
garden?  
 
Please do NOT include 
any school-time activities 
or organised sports. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. More than once a day 
2. Every day 
3. Several times a day 
4. Once a week 
5. Not at all 
6. Don’t know 

Thinking about the last 4 
weeks, how often has 
[name] spent leisure time 
in green space or a back 
garden?  
 
Please do NOT include 
any school-time activities 
or organised sports. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. More than once a day 
2. Every day 
3. Several times a day 
4. Once a week 
5. Not at all 
6. Don’t know 

Not tested at R2 Thinking about the last 4 
weeks, how often has 
[name] spent leisure time 
in green space or a back 
garden?  
 
Please do NOT include 
any school-time activities 
or organised sports. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. More than once a day 
2. Every day 
3. Several times a day 
4. Once a week 
5. Not at all 
6. Don’t know 

OutChAct What was the main 
activity [name] was doing? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
Playing 
Informal outdoor activities 
(e.g. frisbee, kicking a 
ball)  
Walking  
Running 
Off-road cycling or 
mountain biking 
Road cycling 
Horse riding 
Fishing 
Rock climbing or caving 
Swimming outdoors 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Please now think about 
the most recent leisure 
time [name] spent in 
green space or a back 
garden. 
 
What was the main 
activity [name] was doing? 
 
SHOWCARD 
INCLUDE ONLY IF THE 
ACTIVITY TOOK PLACE 
IN A ‘GREEN SPACE’ AS 
DEFINED IN THE 
INTRODUCTION. 
 
1. Playing 
2. Informal outdoor 

Please now think about 
the most recent leisure 
time [name] spent in 
green space or a back 
garden. 
 
What was the main 
activity [name] was doing? 
 
SHOWCARD 
INCLUDE ONLY IF THE 
ACTIVITY TOOK PLACE 
IN A ‘GREEN SPACE’ AS 
DEFINED IN THE 
INTRODUCTION. 
 
1. Playing 
2. Informal outdoor 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

Watersports 
Wildlife watching 
Having a picnic or 
barbecue 
Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

activities (e.g. frisbee, 
kicking a ball) 
3. Walking 
4. Running 
5. Off-road cycling 
6. Road cycling 
7. Horse riding 
8. Fishing 
9. Rock climbing or caving 
10. Swimming outdoors 
11. Watersports 
12. Wildlife watching 
13. Having a picnic or 
barbecue 
14. Other - please specify 

activities (e.g. frisbee, 
kicking a ball) 
3. Walking 
4. Running 
5. Off-road cycling 
6. Road cycling 
7. Horse riding 
8. Fishing 
9. Rock climbing or caving 
10. Swimming outdoors 
11. Watersports 
12. Wildlife watching 
13. Having a picnic or 
barbecue 
14. Other - please specify 

OutChWher
e 

Where did [name] spend 
this leisure time? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
Your garden 
Someone else’s garden 
Park 
Playground  
Sports ground  
Woodland or forest 
Farmland  
Hills, mountains or 
moorland 
River, lakes or canal 
Beach, sea, or other 
coastline 
Other – please specify 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Where did [name] spend 
this leisure time? 
 
LESS DEFINED PLACES 
(E.G. GRASS VERGES, 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 
SPACES, WASTE LAND) 
CAN BE CODED AS 
OTHER, BUT ONLY IF 
THEY HAVE A NATURAL 
SURFACE SUCH AS 
EARTH OR GRASS, NOT 
E.G. TARMAC. 
 
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE 
1. Your garden 
2. Someone else’s garden 
3. Park 
4. Playground 
5. Sports ground 
6. Woodland or forest 
7. Farmland 

Where did [name] spend 
this leisure time? 
 
IF SPENT TIME IN MORE 
THAN PLACE, ASK 
RESPONDENT TO 
THINK ABOUT WHERE 
THE CHILD SPENT THE 
MOST TIME ON THAT 
OCCASION. 
 
LESS DEFINED PLACES 
(E.G. GRASS VERGES, 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 
SPACES, WASTE LAND) 
CAN BE CODED AS 
OTHER, BUT ONLY IF 
THEY HAVE A NATURAL 
SURFACE SUCH AS 
EARTH OR GRASS, NOT 
E.G. TARMAC. 
 
SHOWCARD 
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Module 
Question 
name 

Question proposed by 
Welsh Government  

Question proposed by 
KP desk review 

Question agreed for 
testing (R1) 

Question agreed for 
testing (R2) 

Final version of 
question proposed 

8. Hills, mountains or 
moorland 
9. River, lakes or canal 
10. Beach, sea, or other 
coastline 
11. Other - please specify 

SINGLE CODE 
1. Your garden 
2. Someone else’s garden 
3. Park 
4. Playground 
5. Sports ground 
6. Woodland or forest 
7. Farmland 
8. Hills, mountains or 
moorland 
9. River, lakes or canal 
10. Beach, sea, or other 
coastline 
11. Other – please specify 
12. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

OutChWhen Was this leisure time on a 
weekday or a weekend? 
  
SINGLE CODE  
Weekend 
Weekday 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

No changes proposed Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Was this leisure time on a 
weekday or a weekend? 
  
SINGLE CODE  
Weekend 
Weekday 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

OutChWho Who did [name] spend 
this leisure time with? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
You and/or other adults 
Other children 
Both adults and other 
children 
Alone 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Who did [name] spend 
this leisure time with? 
SINGLE CODE 
1. You and/or other adults 
2. Other children 
(including brother and 
sisters) 
3. Both adults and other 
children (including 
brothers and sisters) 
4. Alone 
5. Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

Not tested at R1 Not tested at R2 Who did [name] spend 
this leisure time with? 
  
SHOWCARD 
SINGLE CODE  
You and/or other adults 
Other children 
Both adults and other 
children 
Alone 
Don’t know 
(SPONTANEOUS ONLY) 

 


